
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AROUND THE BEND 
Your Willowbend Community Newsletter 

February, 2023 

Hello Willowbend!  Wow time is flying, this is already my 6th monthly newsletter since I started 
in August.  I truly appreciate the feedback I’ve received and especially the article ideas residents 
thought others in the community would enjoy reading.  Please keep them coming! 

 
 Board of Directors News 

 
The hurricane Ian debris clean-up was completed 
quickly after LMP was given their notice to 
proceed with the work.  It was impressive to see 
how quickly they were able to handle the massive 
debris piles.   

Repair will begin on the Habitat Blvd. fence that 
was damaged during the hurricane.  Our intent 
was to obtain three quotes for the repairs; 
however, we were only able to get one 
contractor to quote as most are inundated with 
post-hurricane repair work.  The Board voted to 
accept the $5,500.00 quote from Florida Fence. 

Graham Electric will soon begin repairing 
landscape lighting on community property where 
needed. 

The Board discussed a problem with after hour 
swimming in the community pool.  The state has 
not authorized the community pool open after 
10:00 p.m. however, residents are continuing to 
swim after the posted closing time which could 
cause the state to close our pool.  We strongly 
urge swimmers to leave the pool area once 
notified of its closing by the nightly recording. 

All crepe myrtles in the community will be lightly 
trimmed between homes and away from 
structures. Trees will not be getting a ‘knuckle 
cut’ unless a home owner submits a work order 
to LMP. 

New Committee Chairs 

Thank you to Roseann Santiago for volunteering to 
chair the Social Committee and Regina Schacht for 
volunteering to head and coordinate the monthly 
Wine Tasting events.  If you would like more 
information about these committees and events  
you can contact Roseann at 
bigmammarosie58@gmail.com and Regina at 
willowbendwinetasters@gmail.com.   

Gator Safety 

Please be sure to inform your out of state visitors 
about alligator safety around our ponds.   

I witnessed an unsettling event involving a young 
father and his children in our backyard.  While 
playing, their soccer ball went into the pond 
beyond their reach.  When they couldn’t retrieve 
their ball from the pond, the young girl was 
allowed to take her shoes off and wade into the 
pond to get it.   

We told the father that there was a gator in the 
pond but I don’t believe he understood the danger 
involved with what they were doing.  We all know 
this could have ended tragically.  Many times, 
visitors to Florida are not aware of the dangers of 
gators when they are in or near fresh or brackish 
water 
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Don’t Forget to Clean Your Roofs 

Since it’s been almost three years since my roof was 
last cleaned, I thought this would be a good time to 
send out a reminder from our Rules and Regulations. 

1.3.1 Roof Cleaning: Each roof shall be cleaned no 
later than 30 days after the 3-year anniversary of its 
previous cleaning. If some roofs become soiled 
sooner, owners have the option, to clean their roof 
before the next cycle. An ACR form for roof cleaning 
is not needed. However, after the roof has been 
cleaned, a copy of the vendor’s paid invoice showing 
that the roof has been cleaned shall be sent to the 
Property Manager for updating your account with 
the date of the cleaning to show compliance. 

If you’re like us you probably don’t want anyone 
walking on your 20-year-old roof tiles for fear of 
damage.  The last time we had our roof cleaned we 
found a company, Fleet Kleen, 
www.fleetkleenservice.com  that uses a drone.  They 
did a great job, protected our roof and we were very 
happy with the results. Don’t take this as a Board 
endorsement, but rather passing on information 
about a contractor we were happy with. 

More on Orchids 
Tony Nacinovich 

 
I enjoyed seeing the photo of one resident’s orchid in 
bloom on a tree. Good growing! Others might try too!  
Those who do might appreciate some suggestions to 
try growing orchids in trees or outdoors: 
 
Six years ago, I tied two orchids to a palm behind our 
lanai. Within weeks, I could see new roots emerging 
and grasping the palm surface. In time we were 
rewarded by glorious big white and medium red 
blooms late November through January each year.   
The easiest approach is to hang the potted plant from 
a branch. That way, the plant can be brought in to 
enjoy when it blooms.  Here are a few suggestions to 
help you succeed. 
 
This is a great time to get started, especially if you’re 
here seasonally. Plants can get established until 

they’re on their own.  Mother Nature is about to 
help you along. It’s called Spring! 
 
Select a variety that will thrive in our conditions, 
including feast and famine natural rain water, cold 
winters and hot summers. The best bet is the 
Cattleya genera because they drink up and store 
moisture in their pseudobulb stems. They actually 
benefit from dry periods. Conversely, 
Phalaenopsis and Paphiopedilum slipper orchids 
are exotic but lack nutrient and moisture storage 
and should be kept moist to survive. They grow 
well in deep shade but most don’t endure 
outdoors unattended. Vandas want daily 
watering. 
 
Select an area out of the wind that affords the light 
conditions that the plant needs. Partial shade 
seems to be best. If your irrigation spray soaks the 
area, that might be an asset depending on what’s 
in the water. 
 
When preparing the plant for mounting, making a 
sling of burlap or gutter guard to support the 
medium, allowing the plant to establish itself 
against the tree trunk. I use floral wire, zip ties or 
nylon twine which won’t decompose for a few 
years. Whatever is used, the plant must be totally 
immobilized.  Any movement in the breeze will risk 
scaring the roots and preventing adhesion.  
 
Feed them weakly, weekly and give them a good 
drink even if it has rained. Time release fertilizer is 
available. Choose Dynamite 13.13.13 (Lowes or 
Home Depot). Fertilize only if you want flowers! 
 
Give tree orchid growing a try. You could be 
handsomely rewarded. Caution: Growing orchids 
can be addicting. 
 
 

 



 

  

Lights Out for Birds 

Alex Wagenaar 

 

Our beautiful neighborhood is so special, positioned 
adjacent to the Oscar Scherer State Park & Preserve. 
The Preserve behind Crane Prairie Way is home to 
hundreds of Florida Scrub Jays, a unique gorgeous blue 
bird that is critically endangered, declining by 30-50% 
per decade. 

They live nowhere in the world except Florida, and 
there are only an estimated 4,000 pairs left. They 
survive only in Florida areas of undeveloped scrubby 
oaks and sandy soil, exactly what we have behind 
Crane Prairie Way in the Preserve. They are captivating 
to watch, especially during the morning and afternoon 
“social hours” when they are actively playing, flirting 
and eating. 

Another beautiful bird we are privileged to host in our 
back yards is the Bald Eagle, fortunately no longer 
critically endangered but remains on the threatened 
species list. They nest in high trees above 60 feet with 
good visibility, that are not very dense—exactly what 
we have with the tall pines at the back of our homes 
adjacent to the Preserve. Many of us have watched 
with delight as the Eagles swoop and nest just 30 feet 
behind our homes. And, they normally return to the 
same nest year after year for winter/spring nesting 
season! 

While the entire project of preserving these and many 
other special birds involves a lot of work in habitat 
preservation, there is one simple thing we can do to 
help—lights out for birds.  As you can imagine, lights 
shining at night upward into taller trees is very harmful 
to birds, disrupting not only the mating and nesting 
behaviors of birds locally resident, but also disrupting 
the migration of thousands of birds that visit 
temporarily as they move north or south each year. 

If you live on Crane Prairie Way backing the 
Preserve, please be especially kind to the birds. 
Important simple steps you can take to protect 
them: 

* Limit tree-focused landscape lighting to the front 
of the house, not the rear that faces the Preserve. 

* If any, only use low to modestly bright landscape 
lights around your lanai. 

* Point lights downward/sideways at low shrubs, 
never up into tall pines and oaks. 

* Only use backyard landscape lighting in the 
evening when you are there using the lanai—turn 
off when you leave. 

* Please do not have Preserve-adjacent tree 
lighting on a timer or automatically on dusk to 
dawn. 

If we all take just a bit of consideration for the birds, 
we can preserve these oh-so-special creatures, and 
delight Willowbend homeowners now and for 
decades to come. 

Did You Know 

Crowds at one Louisiana State University 
football game once cheered so loudly that it 
registered as an earthquake on a local 
seismograph. 

 

 

The game, which took place between LSU and 
Auburn University, took place in front of a crowd of 
79,431 fans at LSU's Tiger Stadium. The crowd's 
reaction to the game's final pass registered as an 
earthquake by a seismograph located around 1,000 
feet from the stadium. A seismologist noticed the 
reading the next day and the game went down in 
LSU history as the "Earthquake Game." 



60+ Willowbend ladies gathered for the Ladies Lunch Christmas party at The Heron Club at Prestancia. 

 


